Hemoglobin concentration in multiple versus singleton pregnancies--retrospective evidence for physiology not pathology.
To describe hemoglobin (Hb) levels and percentiles for multiple pregnancies and to compare them with reference ranges of singleton pregnancies as published by the Center for Disease Control. Maternal hemoglobin and red cell indices were compared: (a) between multiple and singleton pregnancies of our hospital and (b) with trimester-specific cut-offs for singleton pregnancies obtained from literature. While early pregnancy hemoglobin values were similar in multiple and singleton pregnancies, second trimester values decreased much faster in multiple pregnancies. Nadir in multiple pregnancies was reached in weeks 24-28 of gestation. In the third trimester mean hemoglobin values were higher in multiple pregnancies, while 5th and 10th percentile were still lower compared to singleton pregnancies at term. The mean whole-pregnancy hemoglobin exceeded the Center for Disease Control (CDC) cut-off for anemia in singleton pregnancies (fifth percentile) and red cell indices remained constant. We conclude that with a significantly lower fifth percentile than introduced by the CDC in all trimesters, there should be different cut-offs for anemia in multiple pregnancies considered. A more pronounced decrease in multiple pregnancy hemoglobin levels seems to be physiological.